
















Competitor # 21

Competitor Name Jason Kim 

Grind setting 15 

Filter AeroPress standard - paper filter 

Ground coffee input 14.8 g 

Grind at 

Water temperature 96 C 

Aeropress direction INVERTED 

Notes 

Preperation time note Prep: 
14.8 g ground coffee (18 clicks on Timemore C2, used ROT), 204.8 F (96 C) Third Wave Water, 220 g water dosed. 
Two Aeropress paper filters prepped in cap. ONE fresh Aeropress paper filter nearby for after shakes. 
* Reminders:
Be smooth in your transitions. Shakes are recommended over a sink. 1st set of shakes like you're doing a gentle Shake
Weight. 2nd set of shakes are gentler/deeper and just to get any stuck grinds off plunger and to help settle the grounds into a
FLAT bed instead of a dome from swirling. Be sure every shake, you have one hand on plunger, one hand on chamber, to
ensure no "accidental" ejections occur.

Video Example of My First Attempt with Third Wave Water (right after my perfected recipe with Brita Filtered Water): 
https:/ /drive .google. com/file/di 1 zDyKiMYutqOdsEyw jAokJ-zBIKZvti /view?usp=sharing 

Brewing recipe 1) Plunger into chamber until just hitting the top of the "4", not the tip of the circle Invert on scale.
2) Dose 14.8 g ground coffee into inverted Aeropress.
3) Start timer. Pour, spinning Aeropress to ensure even coating and agitation of grinds, 220 g water.
4) Let bloom for 33 seconds.
5) At 33 seconds, attach the cap with two dry filters in it.
6) Pull the plunger down a tiny amount to create a minor vacuum.
7) At 35 seconds, do five VERTICAL "*Shake Weight" shakes. *gentle vertical shake. Be careful when you shake hot

water. Make sure to hold plunger well
8) Set brewer down, remove cap, discard the two paper filters, set in a DRY paper filter into the cap.
9) Replace cap (wetness on cap will maintain position of filter so it doesn't fall).
10) Create another minor vacuum by once again pulling the plunger down a small amount.
11) Turn brewer right side up (NOT INVERTED NOW) and place on server.
12) Two similar gentler and lengthened VERTICAL shakes to remove any stuck ground coffee from plunger. Also to produce
a FLAT coffee bed.
13) Rest on table.
14) At 2: 10, press gently for a target plunge of thirty seconds. 2:40 should be the end.
15) Cease plunging when water is no longer above the puck and you hear the first semblance of a "hiss" (should be some
space between ground coffee and plunger; you can see if your bed is flatish).
16) Stir ten times with a spoon.
17) You may now distribute the brew between the three judges.
18) Enjoy :). I hope that you love my recipe as much as I do :D.

Competitor # 10 

Competitor Name Kipton Lade 

Grind setting 9 

Filter AeroPress standard - paper filter 

Ground coffee input 18 g 

Grind at 

Water temperature 185 F 

Aeropress direction INVERTED 

Notes 

Preperation time note 1. Heat water to 185 degrees F. 
2. Pour a half cup of water in to the coffee cup used for pressing to charge the cup.

Brewing recipe 1. Place 2 aeropress filters in the basket.
2. Rinse filters and set aside.
3. Place 18gm of ground coffee (500-600 micrometers)into the inverted aeropress.
4. Add 100ml of water at 185 degrees F at t=0.
5. Empty the charging water from the coffee cup.
6. At 30 seconds stir coffee ten times.
7. Remove aeropress from scale and press until the coffee and water mis=tureen is near the top of the aeropress, Screw on
filter cap with rinsed filters.
8. At t=50 seconds, flip aeropress onto the coffee cup and press for 20 seconds (stop when the first air is heard).
9. Top of the coffee cup with 185 degree F water to 150ml total volume.





Competitor# 27 

Competitor Name KARINE NG 

Grind setting 18 

Filter AeroPress standard - paper filter 

Ground coffee input 18 g 

Grind at 

Water temperature 202F (brew water) & 180F ( dilution water) 

Aeropress direction 

Notes Equipment to note: 
2x gooseneck kettles - 202F and 180F. 
3x coffee dosing cups 
Aeropress paddle. 
2 x decanters. 
2 x scales. 

Preperation time note Prep: 
Heat both water kettle 
Grind a bit of purge coffee through grinder at the appropriate setting, and toss. 
Weigh out 18.5g of whole bean coffee 

Brewing recipe Recipe: 18g ground coffee, 180g brew water@202F (coffee output= 150g). Add water@180F to brewed coffee - until total 
coffee liquid = 195g 

Steps: 
1. Place paper filter in filter cap, and screw on vessel (be sure to not over-tighten, see that it has no wrinkle)
2. Place aeropress and decanter #1 on scale (Turn the aeropress so that you can see the number markings - you will use this
later to guide your pace during push down)

3. Tare grounds catching cup, then grind 18.5g of coffee into grounds cup
4. Weight the ground coffee. Adjust to 18g.
5. Dose the 18g of ground coffee into the aeropress
6. Quick shake to level coffee bed
7. Tare scale
8. Add water and begin timer

9. Pour 202F water as fast as you can, slow down at 165g and stop when reached 180g
10. Use the paddle - dipping pass the coffee crust, push it forward and back until no dry grounds, should take 4 - 6
movements.
11. Move the entire unit off the scale
12. Secure plunger on without pushing coffee through
13. @1 :20 slowly & steadily push down
14. Pace: use the aeropress marking as guide
15. @1 :25, liquid level at "2"
16. @1:15, liquid level at "1"
17. Keep pushing at the same rate, and stop once you hear the first few hisses/bubbles.
18. Tare decanter #2, pour in coffee liquid (should = ~150g)
19. Add in 180F water to the brew until 195g.
20. Swirl and serve.







Competitor# 18 

Competitor Name Josh Cook 

Grind setting 7 

Filter AeroPress standard - paper filter 

Ground coffee input 15 g 

Grind at 

Water temperature 170F 

Aeropress direction Standard direction 

Notes 

Preperation time note - Thoroughly preheat your carafe and serving cup(s)
- Grind 15g coffee to 400-500 microns

Brewing recipe -Standard Aeropress method
- Rinse one filter and attach to Aeropress
- Add 15g coffee to Aeropress
00:00 - 00:05 - Add 56g 170f water to Aeropress within 5 seconds
00:05 - 00:12 -Stirr agressively (with standard AP paddle) 18 times back and forth until 12 seconds
00:12 - 00:30 - allow to bloom until 30 seconds
00:30 - 00:45 - pour to reach total 222ml within 45 seconds
00:45 - 01 :30 - place plunger on top to create vacuum seal
01 :30 - 01 :35 - swirl 3 times (3 full circles)
01 :35 - 01 :45 - allow to settle
01 :45 - 02:25 - press with even pressure
02:25 - stop at hiss and remove Aeropress
02:30 - add additional 10g bypass water at (170f)
02:35 - swirl carafe a few times and serve

Competitor # 17 

Competitor Name Kunie Inaba 

Grind setting 9 

Filter Aesir v.2 - paper filter 

Ground coffee input 18 g 

Grind at Prep time *grind extra for sifting. 

Water temperature BBC 

Aeropress direction Standard direction 

Notes - Things I used -
1. Scale and grinder
2. Aeropress
3. Aesir filter
4. Kruve sifter & 300µm screen
5. Pouring kettle
6. A mug for pre-wet filter and resting spot after pressing aeropress
7. Big Carafe for brewed coffee in
8.Stir spoon
9. Thermometer

Preperation time note - Prepping 10 min -
1. Heat up the water
2. Grind 25g of coffee at @8.5 on EK43 (Purposely grinded extra beans, just in case)
3. Shift and take out under 300µm grinds
4. Measure 18g of coffee bigger than 300µm
5. Make sure hot water is at 90°C at the end of the prep time

Brewing recipe - 5min starts -
1. Set a paper filter on the holder, and rinse well with lots of hot water (To remove paper smell)
2. Preheat carafe with new hot water (not the same water used for rinsing a filter)
3. Set the filter holder on the chamber, and shake off extra water, then set it on the carafe. Upright position
4. Put grinded coffee in the chamber, using an aeropress funnel. Make the coffee bed level.

5. 0:00 - 0: 15 Bloom 45g, 88°c gentle circulation pour. aim to keep within 5mm away from the inside chamber wall. (try to
keep coffee bed flat)
6. 1 :00 - 1 :20 Start second pour up to 150g. same gentle circulation pour
7. 1 :20 - 1 :25 up to 200g faster straight pour into the center.
8. From 1 :00 - 1 :25, it's a continuous pour
9. 1 :30 Set the plunger on top
10. 1 :45 - 2:20 Press. Stop at hiss
11 . Add 45g bypass water
12. Swirl the carafe/stir and cool it down to 70°C
13. Then, serve in tasting cups!!


